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With the purpose of studying the effects of coastline curvature on tidal and subtidal 

momentum balances, a transect in a tropical estuary was sampled during four 

semidiurnal surveys. The 12-km long transect was located off a prominent headland, 

Point San Jose, at the entrance to Estero Real, which is an estuary surrounded by 

Nicaragua and Honduras within the Gulf of Fonseca. Underway current velocity profiles 

and surface hydrographic variables were recorded in combination with 3 stations of 

conductivity-temperature-depth profiles. Measurements were obtained during spring 

and neap tides in the dry season (March) and wet season (June) of 2001, resulting in a 

total of 4 tidal cycle surveys. Results indicate that the residual flows near Point San 

Jose are affected by the curvature effects, as lateral circulation was directed away from 

the headland at the surface and toward the headland at depth. During the wet season, 

residual secondary flows near Point San Jose were weaker because of buoyancy 

effects suppressing them. Residual flows were strongest at spring tides of the dry 

season because of increased tidal current speeds. The residual flows observed result 

mostly from a dynamic balance among pressure gradient, Coriolis acceleration, and 

centrifugal acceleration. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Motivation 

Secondary flows are described as the flow that is normal to the main along-

channel flow. In some cases, they are also referred as the differences between the main 

along-channel flow and the depth averaged flow, yielding to the secondary flow 

component, as described by Kalkwij and Booij (1986). This secondary flow component 

typically rises to the helical flow phenomenon. Geyer (1993) reconsidered this concept 

by applying it to field measurements of tidal flow around a headland.  He found out that 

the secondary flow was following the helical phenomenon (low-layer flow directed 

toward the headland and the upper-layer flow directed away from it) but the secondary 

flows were twice as large as predicted by Kalkwij and Booij (1986). This disagreement is 

caused by the effects of stratification. Based on current profile field measurements 

Chant (2002) concluded that the strength and structure of secondary flows in a region of 

flow curvature will linearly increase with tidal current speed and will shut down at high 

river discharges, due to buoyancy effects. Mostly, all the mentioned field measurements 

had been done at temperate regions. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to describe 

the curvature effects at a tropical estuary, as is Estero Real, and compared them with 

the above mentioned studies. 

Estuarine Definition 

Estuaries are defined as a semi-enclosed basin where the freshwater derived from 

land and the salt water from the ocean interacts, this definition was proposed by 

Cameron and Pritchard (1963). Commonly, estuaries are classified based on their water 

balance, vertical structure of salinity, and their geomorphology. Based on their water 
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balance they are subdivided in three categories: positive, inverse, and low-inflow. 

Positive estuaries denoted by a stronger outflow at the surface than a near bottom 

inflow. Inverse estuaries, as it names says, will behave opposite to a positive estuary, 

with inflow at the surface and outflow at the near bottom. Finally, low inflow estuaries 

are caused by a low influence of river discharge with a high evaporation rate. This high 

evaporation rate will create a positive behavior shoreward and an inverse behavior 

seaward (Valle-Levinson, 2010). 

Water balance classification denotes the residual exchange flow that remains after 

the tidal effects are removed. Density-driven exchange flows can be characterized as 

vertically and horizontally sheared flows. Vertically sheared flows are defined as outflow 

of the less dense water at the surface and inflow of dense water at the bottom. 

Horizontally sheared flows are described with inflow at the channel and outflow at the 

shoals. Valle-Levinson (2008) described this density-driven exchange flows in function 

of the Ekman (Ek) and Kelvin (Ke) numbers.  

   
  

     (1-1) 

   
 

  
  (1-2) 

Equation 1-1 indicates a relationship of the vertical eddy viscosity (   ), the 

Coriolis parameter ( ) and the water depth ( ). The Ek number compares frictional to 

Coriolis effects. On Equation 1-2,    is the basin’s width and    is the internal Rossby 

radius.     is the ratio between the buoyant part of the density-driven flow over rotation. 

This semi-analytical solution solves for the residual flows in the along and across-

channel coordinates. The flows are produced by a dynamics between pressure 
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gradient, frictional and Coriolis influences, not considering advective effects (Valle-

Levinson, 2008) 

Estuaries are frequently described in terms of their along-estuary and across-

estuary momentum balances. The along axis will be where the main flow occurs and the 

across axis will be the perpendicular to the along axis. Equations 1-3 and 1-4 will 

describe all the terms in the along and across momentum balances respectively.  
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Equation 1-3 describes the along-estuary momentum balance. The left hand side 

(lhs) includes four terms, being the first one the local accelerations and the three 

remaining terms represent advection of the along-estuary flow. The right hand side (rhs) 

includes three terms, being the first one the Coriolis acceleration, followed by pressure 

gradient (which includes the contributions of the barotropic and baroclinic pressure 

gradients) and finally the frictional term. Now, the across-estuary momentum balance 

will be described.  
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The lhs of the Equation 1-4 includes four terms, the first one defines the local 

accelerations, and the remaining terms represent the advection. The rhs first term is the 

Coriolis acceleration, the second one represents the pressure gradient and the last one 

describes the frictional terms.  

The following section will describe the applied theory used for this analysis, which 

includes a momentum balance in streamwise and stream-normal coordinates, in order 

to conveniently represent and identify the curvature effects caused by Coriolis and 

centrifugal acceleration.  
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Theory Background 

For this analysis a curvilinear system is adopted, where   will be the direction of 

the vertically averaged flow,   will be the cross-stream of that flow and   will be the 

vertical direction. The momentum balance that was explained on the previous section 

will be transformed in this section into the curvilinear system, similar variables will be 

listed. First, some assumptions will be made,       (except at the center of the 

headland eddy and close to slack waters), and neglecting vertical advection. The 

stream-normal momentum balance equation, which is the one used in this study, will be 

approximated by: 
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Where    is the local radius of curvature,   the Coriolis acceleration,   is the water level 

and    is the vertical eddy viscosity. Geyer (1993) assumed a uniform density for his 

study, but for our study the baroclinic pressure term will be included and evaluated 

(Geyer, 1993). 

Now, the vertical mean of Equation 1-6 is calculated, later these two equations will 

be subtracted one from the other to have an expression for secondary flows. The 

stream-normal momentum equation in terms of the vertical mean would be the following 
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Where    is the across bottom shear stress,   is the water depth, the first term is 

considered small and can be neglected. When subtracting Equation 1-6 from Equation 

1-5 the following equation is obtained 
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Equation 1-7 contains the following terms, on the left hand side (lhs) (in order of 

appearance) the time variation, streamwise advection, frictional dissipation of the 

streamwise flow, bottom friction and the baroclinic pressure gradient. On the right hand 

side (rhs) appears first the centrifugal acceleration and the Coriolis acceleration due to 

the streamwise flow deviations around its vertical mean. Those two terms in the rhs 

would be solved for this study. In order to compare the advection over rotation, the 

Rossby number was calculated. 

The Rossby number is a ratio between advection and rotation. In this case, the 

relative importance of centrifugal acceleration over Coriolis acceleration will be 

employed for the Rossby Number. 

   
         

        
 

  
   
  

   
 

   
  

 
 (1-8) 

 
The following chapter will explain in detail the methods used for the analysis of the 

curvature effects due to centrifugal and Coriolis acceleration.  
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS 

Study Area 

The Gulf of Fonseca is located on the Pacific side of Central America. It has a 

surface area of ~ 1600 km2, a mean depth of ~15 m and a volume of ~2.4 x1010 m3 

(Valle-Levinson and Bosley, 2003). The waters of the Gulf are shared by the countries 

of El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua. The complex morphology of the Gulf includes 

four tributaries branching, sudden bathymetry changes, headlands and several islands.  

The principal rivers are the Choluteca in Honduras, the Goascoran, which separates 

Honduras and El Salvador, and the Estero Real in Nicaragua (Villela, 2001). Annual 

precipitation is ~2400 mm, producing a regular river discharge through the year. Wet 

season spans from May to October with northeasterly to easterly moist winds, linked to 

the Caribbean Trades. Dry Season spans from November to April with southwesterly 

winds with intermittent northerly winds (Valle-Levinson and Bosley, 2003). 

The Gulf is dominated by semidiurnal tides (12.42 hr) and presents an average 

tidal range of 1.8 m. Spring tides are 3.5 m over the datum, while neap tides are 0.2 m 

over the datum. Choluteca River represents 49% of the fresh water supply to the Gulf, 

leaving the remaining 41% shared between Goascaran, Estero Real and land run off 

(Ward, 2000). Gulf of Fonseca is a flooded coastal indentation formed by faulting and 

volcanism and is connected to the Pacific Ocean by a 30 km width entrance and 20 m 

depth. It presents tidal flats, tidally flushed mangroves, and submerged pinnacles rocks 

in the open water. A study realized during 1994, showed that salinity ranges from 36.2 – 

36.9 % during the time of the study (Currie, 1994), and it also showed that evaporation 
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(~2800 mm/yr) is sometimes higher than precipitation (~2400 mm) causing higher 

salinity values. 

This investigation was conducted along an 11-km transect between Nicaragua and 

Honduras. This transect was at the entrance of Estero Real, an embayment within the 

Gulf of Fonseca. At the southern end of the transect, Point San Jose headland 

extended into the Gulf being the area of interest of this study because of its possible 

influence on secondary flows. The cross-sectional bathymetry is characterized by a 22 

m deep channel (South) followed by a 10 m shoal (North), looking seaward. The study 

area is governed by semidiurnal tides, with an average tidal range of 1.2 m/s. The 

vertical water column is well mixed. 

Data Collection 

Sampling of underway currents and hydrographic variables took place along the 

transect at spring and neap tides during wet and dry seasons. Underway currents were 

collected with a 600 kHz acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP). Data collection took 

place during March 12-13 for spring tides and March 19-20, 2001 for neap tides, dry 

season; and for the wet season it took place June 23-24 for spring tides and June 17-

18, 2001. 

The ADCP recorded the average of ~10 pings distributed over sampling intervals 

of 30 s for the dry season and 45 s for the wet season at 0.5 m bins size. The 

instrument was mounted on a 1.2 m long catamaran towed from the starboard side at 

speeds of ~2.5 m/s. Navigation data was collected from a Garmin GPSMAP 185 GPS 

onboard. 

A SBE 19 Conductivity – Temperature and Depth Profiler (CTD) was used to 

collect profiles of salinity, temperature and density at three stations within the transect. 
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Stations were located at both ends and at the deepest part of the transect, of each 

ADCP transect. Also, underway Conductivity – Temperature (CT) data was collected 

through the ADCP transects. The instrument was towed from the shipboard, allowing a 

continuous data collection. 

Data Processing 

Data collected from the ADCP and the CTD were converted to .txt format and 

analyzed in Matlab. Velocity profiles from the ADCP were arranged first in regular 

matrices and then corrected considering the ship’s velocity (Joyce, 1989). After the 

correction, flows were separated by transect repetitions and then arranged into a 

regular grid. The CTD data were imported into Matlab for further analysis. 

Tidal Variability 

Density anomalies variations at the surface over the tidal cycle were analyzed for 

the three available data sets (spring and neap tides for wet season and spring tides for 

dry season). Contours from the density anomalies variations were generated and 

plotted for analysis. 

The ADCP arranged the velocity currents in E-W and N-S component with the 

built-in compass. Currents were rotated to the principal axis of maximum variance 

(Emery and Thomson, 1998). This procedure was done first by plotting the E-W and N-

S, along the x axis and y axis, respectively, in a scatter plot. The second step was to 

determine a trend line and the angle between the trend line and the x axis and finally, 

using this angle to rotate to the streamwise and stream-normal velocity components. 

The vertical spacing of 0.25 m and horizontal spacing of 15 m was used for the dry 

season, and for the wet season the vertical spacing was 0.5 m and the horizontal was 

20 m. Each velocity profile starts at a depth of 0.8 m for the dry season and at 0.6 for 
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the wet season, both extending to 85% of the water depth. A least-squares fit with a 

semidiurnal (12.42hr) harmonic was applied to the flows.  

                       (1-9) 

                       (1-10) 

On Equation 1-9, the first term of the rhs is the residual flow in the streamwise 

component.   would be the amplitude,   the semidiurnal harmonic (12.42 hr) and   

would be the phase. Equation 1-10 would be the same as Equation 1-9 for the stream-

normal component. 

Using the harmonic constants from the least square fit analysis (residual flow, 

amplitude and phase) a reconstructed velocity was calculated in a uniform grid. The 

uniform grid was generated using the distance of the transect and the depth of it, then 

the velocity was interpolated over it. The amplitude and phase of the tidal flow was 

plotter over bathymetry, with the purpose to describe the flow. 

In order to evaluate the change of the streamwise velocity across the transect, 

gradients of it          were calculated with the surface and depth averaged flows, and 

plotted against time. Then vectors of the streamwise and stream-normal were plotted on 

top of the gradient versus time plots. This representation was done to evaluate where 

the stronger flows where locater and to relate the direction and strength of the flows with 

its gradients. 

Since the purpose of this study is to evaluate the importance of advection, the 

Rossby number was calculated for two data sets. Both Rossby numbers were 

calculated using Equation 1-11, the difference between then is the choice of streamwise 
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flow; one was performed using surface flows whereas the other was using depth 

averaged flows. 

   
   
  

 
 (1-11) 

Depth average and surface streamwise flows were similar in structure but different 

in magnitude, so two Rossby numbers were calculated to show this similitude. 

Subtidal variability  

In order to study the tidally averaged stratification across the estuary, the density 

anomaly obtained from the CT was evaluated over the transect’s cross-section. Density 

anomaly was also evaluated from the data of the CTD at the three stations. Baroclinic 

pressure gradient (Equation 1-12) was calculated for the CTD and the CT data sets. 

With the CTD data baroclinic pressure gradients between stations were calculated and 

plotted over depth. While with the CT data, the baroclinic pressure gradients were tidally 

averaged and then represented in a plot distance versus depth.  

  

 
∫

  

  
  

 

  
 (1-12) 

Residual flows, or mean flows, were obtained from the least square fit analysis. 

Stream-wise flows were plotted in contours of it with stream-normal flow vectors on top 

of it. In order to know the vertical deviations of the stream-wise flow around its vertical 

mean, the term     ̅  was calculated. For this calculation, the vertical average of the 

stream-wise flow component was computed and then extracted from the reconstructed 

streamwise flow component, and later was averaged over time. Contours of the 

deviations of the stream-wise velocity component along its vertical mean were also 

generated. Residuals flows were then compared to the semi-analytical solution of the 

density-driven flow, based on different Ek and Ke numbers. The study area’s 
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bathymetry was plugged into the model, along with three Ek numbers (0.01, 0.05, 0.1), 

and three Ke numbers (0.2, 1.0, 2.0). 

The centrifugal acceleration term from the stream-wise momentum balance 

term〈   
    ̅̅ ̅

   ⁄ 〉 was calculated using a radius of curvature ( ) of 5 km. Tidally 

averaged contours of centrifugal acceleration were plotted over bathymetry. Coriolis 

acceleration, also from the stream-wise momentum balance was calculated using 

                 , since the study area is close to the Equator   is a small number. 

Equation 1-13 was used for the   calculation, where   is the angular velocity and   is 

the latitude of the study area.  

         (1-13) 
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Figure 2-1.  Study Area. Gulf of Fonseca  
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 

The results of this investigation are presented in terms of tidal and subtidal 

variability. Information on the tidal variability includes: surface density anomalies; 

gradients (     ⁄ ) for the surface and depth averaged streamwise flow components, 

the Rossby number, and its amplitude and phase. The latter described the structure of 

the tidal flow and were obtained from the least square fit. The following section, subtidal 

variability, encompasses the density anomaly across the transect and the baroclinic 

pressure gradients both between the CTD stations and across the transect (using CT 

data).Residual streamwise and stream-normal flows were obtained across the transect. 

Deviations of the streamwise flow from its vertical mean were utilized in the analysis of 

centrifugal and rotational accelerations. Residual flows of the streamwise component 

were then compared with the solutions obtained at different nine combinations of Ek 

and Ke numbers using the bathymetry from the study site. 

Tidal variability 

Density anomaly values at the surface were obtained for both spring and neap 

tides during the dry season, but only for spring tides during the wet season. The CT was 

malfunctioning during the neap tides of the wet season, causing a loss of data during 

that period. Throughout the dry season, both tides had higher density anomaly values of 

approximate 22 - 21 kg/m3 as compared to the wet season, which had a value of only 

20 - 20.5 kg/m3. 

Lateral gradients of surface flows were stronger closer to the headland and in the 

shallowest section after the channel                  during spring tides and during 

neap tides the strongest section was also closer to the bend and in the shallowest 
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section                 , but smaller compared to the spring tides. As expected, the 

velocity vectors were strongest at spring tides and weakest during neap tides. Positive 

gradients illustrated flows moving seaward while negative gradients depicted shoreward 

flows (Figure 3-2). Lateral gradients of depth averaged streamwise flow were similar in 

structure as the one showed with the lateral gradients of the surface streamwise flow, 

with stronger gradients closer to the bend and in the shallowest section of the transect 

(Figure 3-3). Depth averaged flows were illustrated by vectors on top of the gradients. 

Circulation cells were observed closer to the bend, then inflow at the shallowest section 

after the channel and at the end of the transect outflow (Figure 3-3 A, B & D). But during 

the neap tides of the dry season (Figure 3-3 A), depth averaged flows were flowing 

shoreward until the end of the channel and then changed to outflow, for the first 5 hours 

of measurements. The remaining portion of the period, the flows showed a convergence 

at the shallowest section (after the channel) (Figure 3-3 C). 

Where stronger streamwise lateral variability was present, Rossby number was 

greater than the unity ( >1), as expected (Figure 3-4 & Figure 3-5). The higher Rossby 

number was found at the shallowest sections of the transect, being closer to the bend 

and at the end of the channel. 

The amplitude and phase for the streamwise flow for each data set were obtained 

from the least square fit analysis. Weaker flows, around ~50 cm/s. were observed at the 

neap tides for both seasons.  Meanwhile the stronger flows were present at the spring 

tides during both seasons, with the highest values at the channel (~100 cm/s) (Figure 3-

6). The phase indicates how fast a flow will change of direction, lower values will denote 

a flow that will change first than a flow with a higher phase value. Neap tide, Dry season 
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had smaller values at the bottom as the spring tide, wet season Figure 3-7 A & D. While 

during spring tide, dry season flows at the area closer to the headland (West) lags 

behind the remainder of the transect (Figure 3-7 B). Flows during the wet season, neap 

tide changed direction first at the channel and at the shoal, than the section closer to the 

bend (Figure 3-7C). 

Subtidal Variability 

Tidally averaged density anomalies for spring tides (dry season) and for neap tides 

(both seasons) increased with depth, indicating a stable water column. The isopycnals 

were tilted down toward the right (looking into the estuary) as a result of the effects of 

curvature, which can be Coriolis, Centrifugal acceleration or a combination of both. As 

expected, the tidally averaged density anomalies were greatest during the dry season, 

with values around ~22 kg/m3, and lower during the wet season, with both values 

around ~20 kg/m3 for both tides (Figure 3-8). 

The baroclinic pressure gradient (Figure 3-9) indicates little to no variation at the 

top of the water column, while from the mid-depth to the bottom of channel the 

baroclinic pressure gradient revealed some variation. Data was available for the neap 

tides at the dry season and for the spring tides at both seasons. Using only surface 

density values from the CT data, the same behavior was obtained as using the tidally 

averaged values between stations (Figure 3-10). The magnitude of the baroclinic 

pressure gradient was              for the contours and for the profiles. (Figure 3-9, 

Figure 3-10). 

Residual streamwise subtidal flows were similar in structure for both spring and 

neap tides during the dry season.  During dry season Figure 3-11 (A-B) depict an 

inverse circulation with inflow (+) at the surface and outflow (-) at the bottom. Small 
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discrepancies in location of the greatest flows were found for spring and neap tides. For 

neap tides, the stronger flows (~15 cm/s) at the surface were limited to the channel. In 

contrast, during spring tides, the stronger surface flows extended over the shoal (~15 

cm/s). During the dry season, outflow was primarily restricted to the region closer to the 

bottom (>8 m depth) with values ranging from 15 - 0 cm/s. Streamwise flows were 

vertically and horizontally sheared for the neap and spring tides of the dry season.  

A complete different structure was observed during the wet season (Figure 3-11 C 

& D). In the neap and spring tides, a combination of outflows and inflows at the surface 

were observed (Figure 3-11 C & D). Streamwise flows were vertically and horizontally 

sheared during the neap tides, while during spring tides streamwise flows were only 

horizontally sheared (Figure 3-11 C & D). 

Stream-normal flows were directed toward the bend (Westward) at the bottom, 

while at the surface were directed away from the bend caused by Point San Jose 

(Eastward). Stronger stream-normal flows moving in the helical form as a result of 

channel curvature were observed during the dry season (both tides) (Figure 3-11 A & 

B). Stream-normal flows at neap tides of the wet season, displayed a weak helical form 

closer to the bend, but also exhibited divergence toward the bottom of the channel and 

convergence at the end of the channel (Figure 3-11 C). 

Results from the semianalytical solution for the streamwise flows are showed on 

Figure 3-12, were positive flows indicate inflow and negative flows indicate outflows. 

This model was applied to the bathymetry for the study area with nine combinations of 

Ekman and Kelvin Numbers. Streamwise flows were vertically and horizontally sheared 

for all the combinations of Ek and Ke. Inflows were observed at the surface while 
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outflows at the bottom, characteristic for an inverse circulation. Black lines on each 

graph within Figure 3-12 indicate the 0 m/s velocity line. When          the exchange 

flow was tilted toward the left (looking seaward) and being more prominent at low 

Ekman numbers            . 

Stronger deviations of the streamwise flow around its vertical mean were observed 

during the dry season. Positive deviations were found at the surface while negative 

deviations were found at the bottom. Such deviations were weaker during the wet 

season. Neap tides showed negative deviations at the bottom of the channel, and 

weaker positive deviations at the west of the transect and at the shoal. In contrast, 

spring tides only had weaker positive variations at the surface, in the transition between 

the channel and the shoal (Figure 3-13). 

As expected, stronger centrifugal accelerations were found at the channel’s 

surface during spring tides for both seasons. Conversely, during neap tides the 

centrifugal acceleration was at its lowest with values around                 (Figure 3-

14). Neap tides of the wet season had a complete different structure than the other 

three data sets. 

The tidally averaged Coriolis accelerations (Figure 3-14) were similar in structure 

to deviations of the streamwise flows around the vertical mean (Figure 3-13). Tidally 

averaged Coriolis accelerations were on the order of             . Strongest 

accelerations were found during the dry season, with             at the surface and 

             at the bottom. Similar structure was observed at spring tides in the wet 

season, but with weaker values compared to the dry season (       at the surface and 

             at the bottom). During spring tides, the strongest accelerations were 
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observed in the transition between channel to shoal in both seasons. A unique structure 

was observed during neap tides of the wet season. Stronger positive values          

   were found at the channel and in the shoal, while stronger negative values 

             were located at the bottom of the channel (Figure 3-15). On average, the 

Coriolis accelerations (Figure 3-15) were one order of magnitude smaller than the 

centrifugal accelerations (Figure 3-14). 
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Figure 3-1.  Density anomaly (kg/ m3) for Time versus Distance across the transect. A) Spring tide, Dry Season. B) Spring 
tide, Wet Season.  C) Neap tide, Dry Season 
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Figure 3-2.  Surface streamwise flow gradients (1/s) across the transect with surface flow vectors on top (m/s). A) Neap 

tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-3.  Depth averaged streamwise flow gradients (1/s) across the transect with depth averaged flow vectors on top 

(m/s). A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet 
Season 
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Figure 3-4.  Rossby number using surface flows for time versus distance across the transect. A) Neap tide, Dry Season. 

B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-5.  Rossby number using depth average flows for time versus distance across the transect and mean tidal flows 

(m/s). A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season.  C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet 
Season 
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Figure 3-6.  Tidal Current Amplitude (cm/s) for streamwise flow. A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) 

Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-7.  Tidal Current Phase (degrees) for streamwise flow. A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) 

Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-8.  Tidally averaged density anomaly (kg/m3) for depth versus distance across the transect. The magenta (•) 

symbol indicates the three CTD stations. A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, 
Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-9.  Tidally averaged baroclinic pressure gradient (m/s2) for depth versus distance across the transect. A) Spring 

tide, Dry Season.  B) Spring tide, Wet Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-10.  Tidally averaged Baroclinic pressure gradient profiles (m/s2) between CTD Stations for depth versus 

distance across the transect. A) Spring tide, Dry Season.  B) Spring tide, Wet Season. C) Neap tide, Wet 
Season 
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Figure 3-11.  Residual streamwise (contours) and stream-normal (vectors) flows (cm/s), as calculated using least squares 

fit to semidiurnal tidal cycle. A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. 
D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-12.  Streamwise flows from the Semianalytical solutions, using three Ek and Ke numbers for the study area 

bathymetry 
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Figure 3-13.  Deviations of the streamwise flow from its vertical mean (cm/s). A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, 

Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-14.  Tidally averaged Centrifugal acceleration 〈   
    ̅̅ ̅

   ⁄ 〉 of the streamwise flows across the transect (m/s2). 
A) Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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Figure 3-15.  Tidally averaged Coriolis acceleration 〈       ̅̅ ̅ 〉 of the streamwise flows across the transect (m/s2). A) 

Neap tide, Dry Season. B) Spring tide, Dry Season. C) Neap tide, Wet Season. D) Spring tide, Wet Season 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to investigate curvature effects in the tidal and 

subtidal streamwise momentum balance around a prominent headland. It was required 

to find observational evidence where along the transect advection (in this case 

centrifugal acceleration) was strongest. 

The streamwise tidal flows and their variations along the transect were 

investigated. Surface streamwise flows during spring tides were the strongest among 

the four data sets. Positive lateral streamwise gradients          indicated seaward 

surface flows, while negative values designated shoreward flows. When the slack 

waters where caused by the change from ebb to flood, convergence was observed. 

Conversely, divergence occurred during the slack waters from flood to ebb. Depth 

averaged streamwise flows were consistent during the dry season, with inflows through 

the first 6 km of the transect and outflows through the remaining of it. At the wet season 

depth averaged flows were changing from inflow to outflow through the whole section. 

Lateral gradients of depth averaged streamwise flows also showed stronger gradients at 

the shallowest sections of the transect (closer to the bend and after the channel), same 

pattern observed with the lateral surface streamwise gradients. 

Tidal current amplitude and phase were computed to get an understanding of the 

tidal flow structure. As expected, larger amplitudes (~100 cm/s) were at spring tides and 

weaker (5-50 cm/s) at neap tides. Phase structure was similar during the dry season on 

both tides; the only variation was negative values closer to the headland (West) .This 

variation indicates a fast changing flow in this area, while a smaller value indicates an 

slower change. During the wet season, the neap and spring tides exhibited marked 
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differences in phase behavior. At neap tides, higher values of the phase where closer to 

the headland (West) and during spring tides the higher phase values were closer to the 

headland (120 degrees). 

Tidal density was calculated to examine freshwater intrusion. The available data 

sets during included the neap and spring tides of the dry season and the spring tides of 

the wet season. A nearly homogeneous density distribution was observed, at the dry 

season density values were similar between the tides, and at the wet season density 

was ~2 units less from the dry season. 

To verify where the centrifugal acceleration was dominating over Coriolis, the 

Rossby number was computed. Surface Rossby numbers           ⁄   ⁄   

suggested centrifugal dominance (>1) near the bend and after the channel at the 

shallowest part the transect. Coriolis was strongest in the shoal. Sharp changes in 

Rossby number were mostly observed during spring tides. Likewise, using the depth 

averaged of streamwise flows, Rossby number showed higher values closer to the bend 

and in the shallowest immediately part after the channel, and smaller values at the 

shoal. 

The subtidal flow structure was examined through calculations of density, 

baroclinic pressure gradient using surface and depth averaged values, residual flows, 

vertical variations of the streamwise flow around its vertical mean, Coriolis and 

centrifugal acceleration. Density contours of the three available data sets illustrated a 

stable water column tilted to the right looking into the estuary. The tilting of the 

isopycnals indicated the influence of rotation due to centrifugal or Coriolis accelerations, 

which is consistent with findings of Doyle et al., 1976. Baroclinic pressure gradient 
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computed at the surface and with depth averaged values showed a homogeneous, well-

mixed water column with some variations located at the bottom of the channel. 

Residual flow obtained from the least squares fit analysis, simulated inverse 

circulation during the dry season and a complete different structure during the wet 

season (vertically and horizontally sheared flows) (Valle-Levinson, 2003). Stream-wise 

residual flows were shoreward at the surface and seaward at the bottom during the dry 

season. During the wet season, surface flows were directed seaward with the exception 

of shoreward flows in the transition between the channel and the shoal (Neap tide). 

During spring tide, residual flows were mostly shoreward at the shoal and in the center 

of the channel. Stream-normal flows were moving away from the bend at the surface 

and toward the bend at the bottom. This pattern is consistent with results by curvature 

effects caused by a headland (Kalkwijk and Booij, 1986; Geyer, W. 1993; Chant and 

Wilson, 1997; Chant, R. 2002; Georgas and Blumberg, 2003; Alaee et al. 2004). 

Streamwise flows obtained from the least square fit were then compared with the 

semianalytical solution. Since the balance of the model is between pressure gradient, 

friction, and Coriolis it cannot replicate the outflow that is observed closer to the bend 

during the dry season. But it can resemble how the exchange flow will be horizontally 

and vertically sheared. 

Deviations of the streamwise flow around its vertical mean were calculated to 

analyze flow curvature (Kalkwijk and Booij, 1986; Geyer, W. 1993). During spring tides, 

higher tidal amplitude caused higher centrifugal accelerations             . Coriolis 

accelerations followed the same structure of the deviations of the streamwise flow 

around its vertical mean, but were one order of magnitude smaller              .  
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Results herein support the consideration of advection in the dynamics of curved 

flows. Near the headland, where advection in the form of centrifugal acceleration was its 

strongest, it was one order of magnitude higher than Coriolis acceleration. However, 

Coriolis acceleration could not be neglected since it also played a role in the dynamics. 

Baroclinic pressure gradient was also of comparable magnitude to centrifugal and 

Coriolis accelerations. The resulting momentum balance was between pressure 

gradient, Coriolis, and advection. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 

The observed stream normal circulation was due a direct result of the curvature 

effects caused by the Point San Jose headland. Curvature effects were identified 

through lower-layer flow directed toward the bend and the upper-layer flow directed 

away from the bend, as described by Rozovskii, 1957. Other observational evidence 

included the tilted isopycnals, suggesting the influence of rotation (Coriolis) in the flow 

dynamics. No stratification existed in the evaluated data sets, and the water column was 

stable with higher values of density anomaly at the bottom. Streamwise gradients, 

         calculated with the surface and depth averaged streamwise flows, showed 

higher values and sharp variations closer to the headland (West) and at the shallowest 

section after the channel. Rossby numbers indicated the dominance of advection (in this 

case centrifugal acceleration) over rotation (Coriolis). The baroclinic pressure gradient 

was included in the dynamics, since its order of magnitude was comparable to the other 

terms. In conclusions, the momentum balance was between the pressure gradient, 

advection, and rotation. 
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